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TECH FORUM
Two Very Nice
Internet Portfolios
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
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PARSERS
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its progression toward
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Content on the read-it-later apps appear as fixed, prop-

The shift in attention paid to the medium, not just the

erly fitted, single-page presentations containing only the

message, paid off for Weiner. In reviews comparing the two

text, any photos or videos, and correct author attribution. If

apps, it isn’t unusual to read about a preference for Pocket

the content is multipage, scroll or turn the pages the way

based on design, not technical excellence. Instapocket has

you would on an e-book reader. The downloaded article has

undergone its own redesign, but there are still differences

been custom republished for you and stored for later, even

between the two.

when you’re offline. Even long e-mails, recipes, videos, or

Both apps have several ways for getting online content to

Twitter posts get saved to uncluttered magazine-style pages

their parsing engines. The companies have formed partner-

to be read or watched later and then either discarded or

ships with other apps like Flipboard, The Onion, Tweetbot,

archived.

NetNewsWire. The transfer from these sources is a simple

Two of the most successful of these portfolio apps are In-

one-button tap. But you also can download content using

stapaper ($3.99) and Pocket (free), which was previously

an e-mail address, and there are a variety of other ways that

called Read It Later. The emphasis for both is on mobile ver-

are specific to your browser or operating system.

sions, and they support a similar group of devices. Instapa-

Reading on the apps is like reading on an e-book device.

per officially supports iOS, Android, and Kindle, but you

You can change the font and font size—two Pocket fonts

can also export ePub-formatted pages to other readers like

and 14 choices on Instapaper. There are three colors for the

Nook and Kobo. Pocket can run on iOS, Android, and the

page—white, sepia, and black (night mode)—and there are

Web. There are also third-party clients that support Win-

connections for social media sharing or e-mailing copies to

dows Phone, BlackBerry, WebOS, and others.

friends. Instapaper will even let you modify paragraph and
line spacing.
If you’re the kind of person who likes to save some of
what you come across in your daily browsing online, but
your bookmark list has sprouted into a banyan tree, you
might want to try either or both of these portfolios. They’re
a great way back to a more comfortable reading format,

INSTAPAPER AND POCKET

away from the clutter of the Web, and both provide a place

Both of these applications have been around for a while—

for what you’ve found, conveniently put away offline in your

Instapaper launched in January 2008, and Pocket was avail-

own portfolio.

able months earlier in August 2007. Two things accelerated
the growth and popularity of the apps. First there was the

LONGFORM

massive migration in computing from desktop/laptop to

There’s another app that’s worth mentioning. It’s an iOS

mobile and tablet. The second was the companies’ increased

app called Longform ($2.99), and it’s designed for long-

attention to the design of their latest versions.

form content—about 1,000 words or more. Instead of you

Early on, Nate Weiner, Pocket’s founder, switched focus
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having to find content, Longform lists dozens of world-

from an emphasis on perfecting code that works well to an

class publications, and you choose those you want to fol-

obsession with design. At the debut of the third generation

low. Longform posts a constantly updated selection of ar-

of his Text View code in 2010, Weiner announced some

ticles from the magazines, and you pick which ones you

changes. On his Read It Later blog, he posted “The Insane

want to read. They’re longer pieces from The New Yorker,

New Article Parser.” In it he explained, “You’ll notice that I

Newsweek, Business Week, The Atlantic, National Geo-

am no longer referring to the Article View as the ‘text view.’

graphic, The Washington Post, Rolling Stone, Harper’s, and

The first reason is simply because the Article View now of-

many others. Longform articles also can be read on Pocket

fers images and video, not just text. The second reason is be-

and Instapaper. To get an idea of the range of topics avail-

cause calling it the ‘text view’ leads to some incorrect as-

able, go to www.longform.org and click on the “Best of

sumptions about what it is supposed to do.” Weiner realized

2013” tab at the top. Chris Walters of Booksprung says,

the page needs more than just the words and the white

“It’s a portable reading room where new issues arrive daily.

space. There’s an elegance beyond the code that’s also

It’s an evolving anthology of nonfiction journalism.”

achievable.

There’s a fiction category there, as well. SF
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